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About This Game

In Soviet Russia, Space Hears You Scream

Earth is a memory, its children have escaped to their new colonies spread among the stars. Launched in desperation in the final
hour, are all that remain of humanity. But now, the young colonies face a new and unexpected threat. Join the New Russian

Republic as they fight for the future!

You have been commissioned as a Captain, and charged with the command of a squadron of fighter drones. We have had little
time to prepare, but crews have been working non-stop. Through blood, sweat, and the tears of potatoes, they have crafted a
fine, strong fighter to battle our enemies. Forced into battle, you must pilot your limited number of fighter drones against the

looming menace, huge motherships with tons of cannons, turrets, and multitudes of other weapons and targets. You have
unlimited lasers and bombs, but you must avoid massive amounts of incoming ordinance, survive if you can so you don't run out

of fighters, and don't let them reach our new home!

Report directly to the Supreme Commander, he will be personally handling your mission briefings. Science and Engineering
experts are working 31 hours a day to try and analyze the enemy and unlock powerful upgrades for your drones, but the enemy

won't wait for them. Get out there and stop that alien threat before they reach the planet!

Features

  Inspired by classics such as "The Dreadnaught Factor" and "Xevious"
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  Hand-crafted retro styled graphics

  Arcade cabinet layout and compact windowed modes

  Fast paced action with hails of bullets and explosions

  Full gamepad support

  Look out for the death cannon!

  Catchy retro futuristic (wait, what?) soundtrack

  Unlock 10 different upgrades as we learn about the enemy's technology

  Earn awards and (virtual) medals

  Insanely fast New Game+ mode

  Challenging night missions

  Unlimited continues

  Plenty of glory and honor for the new Mother Russia!
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Title: Destroyer: Invasion
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MFAFB Games LLC
Publisher:
MFAFB Games LLC
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 64-bit Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel Pro or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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city destroyer invasion mothership. destroyer invasion. invasion destroyer of mankind. invasion point destroyer

Physics engine has several issues that make the game approach unplayable, especially when coupled with the almost pixel
perfect nature of certain game elements. I played Fatal Error this weekend with a couple of friend... and I was surprised by the
great amount of fun that this game can give. The stealth mechanism is very new in this genre and permits different style of
gameplay and the three different game types give us a vast array of options.

Probably it needs maps with above-ground paths and a game mode where players have limited lifes with no crystal to capture. I
think it could be more interesting with these options.

Sometimes it remembers me of an old game that I was using to play on PlayStation with friends: Blast Chamber.

Can't wait for online multiplayer... I hope they will implement it soon!. My only regret - not buying it on release day.. Too
sloooooooow, could have been more fun is I hadn't have to wait 10 seconds for each action. Also, the controls seem a little
uncomfortable, made mistakes several times.. Reminds me of opening credits to a Marvel production. I like that there's thematic
coherence between the gameplay & the aesthetics. Functionally the puzzles operates on a 2D plane yet the game uses 3D space
to move from one puzzle to the next, with the previous puzzle still visible as if you're inside the... DNA or whatever. Science
right who even understands that♥♥♥♥♥♥

The first couple sequences were interesting, I sort of powered through them without really understanding what was going on. I
never really had a moment of epiphany. I was just playing without knowing what I was doing and later on I realised I knew what
I was doing. Judging by some other reviews, not everyone figures out what to do lol.

Finished the main 7 sequences in 2hrs which for $10 or $5 is totally ok with me. The premise is pretty simple but it is worth
playing for the UX alone.. One of the worst combat systems I have seen In a game.
Which is a shame because the premise and aesthetic are both great.. A messy and highly disturbed horror game that tells the
story of Joe and his troubled wife. The subject of the story can be considered to be an important and interesting one but in this
case badly executed and therefore quite messy. It's not bad but it is not good.
__________________________________________

No Not Play this game if:
- You expect the same great story as was the "Cat Lady"
- You want a story and an ending(s) that make full sense

Play this game if:
- You are looking for something gory and disturbed (I almost threw up at the "smoothie" part *urk*)
- You want to play a game with strange graphics and animations that makes you feel constantly uneasy and frightened (part of
the horror experience)

Verdict: 5\/10
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I'm not usually a fan of Bind Of Isaac-style games, but I've been having a lot of fun with this one.. Really fun and well-made
game, I highly recommend trying it!. Read before buying things.
It says "suitable for puzzles, mysteries and shocking revelations."
So dont buy it and downvote if you want an rpg feel music
Thanks.. Good game, except for fatal flaws:
-Crashes, I MEAN ALOT!
-I cant ever exit vehicles
-I leave the game so I can do something and I start the game again to find a duplicate tractor spazzing out, game crashes
-Bad physics
-Historical, yes. Realistic, if i saw someone merge to tractors together, i would call this realistic.. Fun and fast-paced old-school
space shooter with plenty of insane weapons and gigantic boss battles.. This is a great sandbox tactical shooter that you can
spend hours on end playing. Though it is fairly old it is still a blast to play.. Best money i've ever spend!. A Ghost Lolicon tries
to ruin a yuri friendship xd
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